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0022-2836/$ - see front matter © 2009 ERibonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes are involved in several cellular
processes, including RNA processing, transcription and translation. RNP
structures are often dynamic in nature, undergoing significant remodeling
during the course of their function. Visualization of the three-dimensional
arrangement of single components in the complex and characterization of
the intermolecular interactions are essential for understanding the mecha-
nisms of operation. Crystallization either is not always achievable for these
highly dynamic RNP particles or requires trimming the complex to a stable,
well-structured core that lacks the flexible, regulatory domains. Alternative
techniques that can provide structural information for complexes in
solution under native conditions, where they retain their natural dynamic
properties, are needed. In this study, we explored the possibility of using a
combination of NMR, biochemical data andmolecular modeling to generate
an accurate high-resolution model of RNP complexes. We applied this
strategy to the ternary hPrp31 (human Prp31)–15.5K–U4 5′-SL (stem–loop)
spliceosomal complex, which, due to its large size and instability and
because of the difficulty in obtaining isotopically labeled hPrp31, is not
amenable to complete structure determination by NMR. We designed a
protocol where the protein–protein interaction surface is defined for 15.5K
by NMR data, while the relative orientations of the U4 RNA and the hPrp31
protein are described by mutational and cross-linking data. Using these
data in a restrained ensemble docking protocol, we obtained a model for the
ternary complex that reveals a novel rationale for the hierarchical assembly
of the complex. Comparison of the docking model with the crystal structure
recently obtained for a trimmed version of the complex reveals the high
accuracy of the docking model, even down to an atomic level. This work
shows that the architecture of large RNP complexes is within reach by NMR
investigation in solution even for those cases where a traditional structural
determination cannot be performed.© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.Keywords: NMR; docking; spliceosome; RNP complex; intermolecular
recognitionEdited by M. F. Summersess:
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Processing of eukaryotic pre-mRNAs involves
excision of non-coding sequences (introns) and
ligation of coding sequences (exons). The two
transesterification reactions required for this process
are catalyzed by the spliceosome, a complex ribonu-
cleoprotein (RNP) machine.1–3 The spliceosome is
composed of small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs) andd.
284 Docking Model of a Ternary RNP Complexproteins that associate to form five building blocks—
the U1, U2, U4, U5 and U6 RNP particles.4–6 None of
these building blocks alone is able to sustain cata-
lysis. Instead, the catalytically active particle is
assembled through complicated pathways that in-
clude formation of different multiparticle complexes
and large conformational rearrangements.7,8
In the catalytically active U2/U6·U5 complex, the
U6 snRNA is base paired with the U2 snRNA and
provides crucial residues for catalysis.8 However, in
an earlier stage during spliceosome assembly, the U6
snRNA is associated with the U4 snRNA in the U4/
U6·U5 complex.9,10 The U4 snRNA can be thought
of as a chaperone that delivers the U6 snRNA toFig. 1. (a) Schematic representation of the U4 5′-SL snRNAu
that of the secondary binding protein hPrp31 to the preformed
of the hPrp3178–333–15.5K–U4 snRNA complex (green, hPrp31;
U4 snRNA).11 The hPrp3178–333–15.5K–U4 snRNA complex ha
both other molecules in the complex. The figures in this article
package.12other spliceosomal particles in a repressed state by
masking the catalytic residues. Thus, the assembly
and disassembly of the U4/U6·U5 particle are of
key importance for the regulation of spliceosomal
activity.
The formation of the U4/U6 complex is initiated by
the recognition of the 5′-stem–loop (SL) region of the
U4 snRNA, located between the two U4/U6 base-
paired regions (Fig. 1a), by the 15.5K protein.13 This
highly conserved protein recognizes and possibly
stabilizes a particular sequence of the RNA, known as
the kink-turn (K-turn) motif.14 In the hierarchical
assembly pathway of the U4/U6 particle, the 15.5K–
U4 5′-SL complex provides a binding platform for thesed in this study. Binding of 15.5K to the K-turn region and
15.5K–U4 5′-SL RNP are indicated. (b) The crystal structure
dashed line in hPrp31, unstructured loop; blue, 15.5K; pink,
s a triangular architecture with each molecule contacting
were partly prepared with the PyMOLmolecular graphics
285Docking Model of a Ternary RNP Complexhuman Prp31 (hPrp31) (U4/U6-61K) protein.15 In the
major spliceosome (minor spliceosome), the hPrp31–
15.5K–U4 5′-SL (hPrp31–15.5K–U4atac 5′-SL) ternary
complex16 subsequently recruits the hPrp3–hPrp4–
CypH (U4/U6-90K–60K–20K) ternary complex to the
U4/U6 di-snRNP. Visualizing the three-dimensional
architecture of the U4/U6 particle is indispensable for
understanding the mechanisms of stabilization and
destabilization of the U4/U6·U5 complex at various
stages during spliceosome assembly.17
The structure of the hPrp3178–333–15.5K–U4
snRNA complex has recently been determined
using both X-ray crystallography and NMR spectro-
scopy data.11 Recent developments in NMR
spectroscopy18–21 have yielded a dramatic improve-
ment in the sensitivity of NMR spectra of large
macromolecules.22 In the case of the hPrp3178–333–
15.5K–U4 snRNA complex, a detailed structural
investigation by NMR is limited by its poor
solubility (maximum stable concentration of 0.15–
0.2 mM), by poor yields in the expression of
recombinant hPrp31, which hinders 13C/15N/2D
labeling, and by the rapid degradation of hPrp31 in
solution. Despite all these difficulties, we were able
to map the interaction surface between the hPrp31
protein and the 15.5K protein11 by chemical shift
perturbation mapping and saturation transfer
experiments23 using the amide resonances of per-
deuterated 15.5K. Crystallographic structural ana-
lysis (Fig. 1b) revealed the atomic details of the
intermolecular interactions in the ternary complex.11
The RNA is sandwiched between 15.5K and hPrp31,
and the interaction surface between the hPrp31
protein and the binary RNP is composed of
approximately equal contributions from the U4 5′-
SL RNA and the 15.5K protein. Both the NMR
experiments and the crystallographic analysis iden-
tified the hPrp3178–333 fragment as a genuine RNP
recognition domain.
While a detailed description of side-chain interac-
tions in multimeric assemblies of the size of the
hPrp31–15.5K–U4 snRNA complex (∼80 kDa) is best
achieved by crystallographic methods, the difficul-
ties encountered in the crystallization of particles
containing flexible regions or inhomogeneous,
rapidly degrading components are often a serious
obstacle. Moreover, the presence of crystal packing
forces and the need to trim the single components of
the multimeric particle to crystallographically well-
behaved units call for complementation of the
crystallographic results with a second approach
where the full-length native complex can be inves-
tigated in solution. Here, we introduce an integrated
strategy that uses NMR spectroscopy and biochem-
ical data in combination with molecular modeling to
obtain an accurate model of ternary RNP complexes.
In this approach, NMR analysis is used to define the
protein–protein interaction surface in the hPrp31–
15.5K–U4 snRNA complex, while cross-linking and
mutational data define the RNA–protein contacts.
Subsequently, molecular modeling is employed to
assemble the ternary hPrp31–15.5K–U4 snRNA
complex from single-component structural models,including the crystallographic structure of the
15.5K–U4 snRNA binary complex14 and a homology
model for hPrp31. We demonstrate that this proce-
dure leads to a ternary complex model that differs at
the intermolecular interface by only 2.3 Å [root-
mean-square deviation (RMSD)] from the crystal-
lographic structure of the ternary complex.11 This
procedure is based on a few rapid and easily acce-
ssible NMR and biochemical experiments and
constitutes a valid alternative to structural analysis
by X-ray diffraction when crystallization fails, as, for
example, with inhomogeneous, dynamic, rapidly
degrading or even partially unfolded systems.
Alternatively, when crystallographic data are avail-
able on trimmed constructs of the complex, the
methodology presented here allows validation of the
crystal structure in an environment close to physio-
logical conditions and using full-length proteins.Results
Visualization of the three-dimensional arrange-
ment of single components in spliceosomal RNP
complexes and definition of the intermolecular
interfaces are indispensable for understanding the
mechanisms of the dynamic spliceosome assembly
process. However, crystal structures are not easily
accessible for these highly dynamic RNP complexes.
Alternative techniques that can provide structural
information for full-length complexes in solution,
namely in an environment where the complex
components retain their dynamic properties, are
desirable. In this work, we explored the possibility
of generating an accurate docking model for the
ternary hPrp31–15.5K–U4 5′-SL spliceosomal com-
plex from a few biochemical and NMR data. The
protein–protein interaction surface was defined for
15.5K by NMR data, while hPrp31–RNA contacts
were identified from mutational data and cross-
linking experiments. These few highly ambiguous
pieces of information were used as restraints in a
docking protocol to generate a model for the
hPrp31–15.5K–U4 5′-SL ternary complex. We used
ensemble models of the 15.5K–U4 5′-SL-33nt binary
complex generated from the crystallographic coor-
dinates of the 15.5K–U4 5′-SL-22nt complex14 and
ensemble homology models for the N-terminal
domain of hPrp31 (see Materials and Methods for
detailed descriptions of the generation of these two
models) as starting structures for the single compo-
nents in the complex. The accuracy of the ternary
complex docking model was evaluated by compar-
ison with the recently solved crystal structure of the
hPrp3178−333–15.5K–U4 5′-SL complex.11
NMR analysis of the protein–protein interface
The existence and nature of the 15.5K–hPrp31
interface were probed by NMR experiments. All
NMR experiments were conducted with both full-
length hPrp31 and the hPrp3178−333 fragment in
order to ascertain whether any of the observed
286 Docking Model of a Ternary RNP Complexeffects might be elicited by the flexible C-terminus of
hPrp31 (residues 334–499). The chemical shift
changes induced on the 15.5K protein by addition
of either full-length hPrp31 or the hPrp3178−333
fragment were monitored in 15N transverse relaxa-
tion-optimized spectroscopy heteronuclear single-
quantum coherence spectra.18 These changes loca-
lized primarily on the α2 and 310 helices of 15.5K
(Fig. 2a and Fig. S1a) for both full-length hPrp31 and
hPrp3178−333. Residues K37, A39–T45 and N47 of
helix α2 exhibited the most pronounced changes
(δNHN0.06 ppm).
To explore whether such chemical shift changes
are induced by direct protein–protein contacts or by
the restructuring of the U4 5′-SL RNA upon hPrp31
binding, we performed cross-saturation expe-Fig. 2. (a) Chemical shift changes (δNH) of 15.5K in the 15.5K
hPrp3178−333 are plotted on the crystal structure of the 15.5K–
orange, 0.04bδNHb0.06 ppm; and yellow, 0.02bδNHb0.04 ppm
resonances in the hPrp31–2D/15N-labeled 15.5K–U4 5′-SL tern
hPrp31 are plotted on the crystal structure of the 15.5K–U4 5
2D/15N-labeled 15.5K–U4 5′-SL binary complex upon saturati
were subtracted, after scaling, from those observed for the tern
plotted: red indicates Ichange,normN2; orange, 1b Ichange,normb2
dashed line, disordered penta-loop).riments23 on the ternary complex assembled from
2H/15N uniformly labeled 15.5K and unlabeled
hPrp31 or hPrp3178−333. In these experiments, the
methyl protons of hPrp31 are saturated using a
decoupling pulse train and the saturation of magne-
tization is transferred via cross-relaxation from
hPrp31 to those amide protons of 15.5K that are in
close proximity to hPrp31 protons. Due to both the
high deuteration level (N95%) of 15.5K and the
absence of RNA resonances in the methyl region of
the spectrum, the saturation transfer is specific for
the protein–protein interaction surface.
Large intensity changes (Ichange) were observed for
residues in the α2, α3 and 310 helices of 15.5K in the
hPrp31–15.5K–U4 5′-SL complex (Fig. 2b and Fig.
S1b), with the most pronounced changes for R36,–U4 5′-SL RNP observed upon binding of both hPrp31 and
U4 5′-SL binary complex.14 Red indicates δNHN0.06 ppm;
. (b) Signal intensity changes observed for the 15.5K amide
ary complex upon saturation of the methyl resonances of
′-SL binary complex. The Ichange values observed for the
on of the residual methyl protons of 2D/15N-labeled 15.5K
ary complex to give Ichange,norm. Ichange,normN0.5 values are
; and yellow, 0.5b Ichange,normb1 (gray, 15.5K; pink, RNA;
287Docking Model of a Ternary RNP ComplexA39, A42 and K44 of α2 and for L63, L71 and L72 of
the 310 and α3 helices. A very similar picture is
obtained for the hPrp3178−333–15.5K–U4 5′-SL com-
plex. The control experiment performed for the
[2H,15N]15.5K–U4 5′-SL complex in the absence of
hPrp31 or hPrp3178−333 showed much smaller in-
tensity changes, localized to the hydrophobic core of
15.5K rather than to the α2 and α3 helices. These
effects stem from the incomplete deuteration of the
methyl groups of 15.5K (deuteration level of ∼95%).
The intensity changes observed for 15.5K in the
15.5K–U4 5′-SL binary complex were subtracted,
after scaling, from those observed in the hPrp31–
15.5K–U4 5′-SL and hPrp3178−333–15.5K–U4 5′-SL
ternary complexes in order to ensure that the values
plotted in Fig. 2b and Fig. S1b are specific for the
interaction surface between the two proteins. The
intensity changes produced by saturation of the
hPrp31 aliphatic protons and the chemical shift
perturbations both map onto the α2, 310 and α3
helices of 15.5K, identifying this region as the
protein–protein interaction surface in the RNP com-
plex. Furthermore, the strong similarity between the
results from the saturation transfer experiments on
the hPrp31–15.5K–U4 5′-SL and hPrp3178−333–
15.5K–U4 5′-SL complexes indicates that the inter-
face with 15.5K is entirely contained within the
hPrp3178−333 fragment.
In principle, the location of the protein–protein
interaction surface on hPrp31 could be identified by
a similar approach using 2H,15N-labeled hPrp31 and
unlabeled 15.5K. However, the low expression levels
of hPrp31 in Escherichia coli did not permit the pro-
duction of this protein with either 13C,15N labeling
for assignment or 2H,15N labeling for the saturation
transfer experiments. Thus, the residues of hPrp31
interacting with 15.5K are left highly ambiguous in
the docking calculations and are localized on the
basis of geometrical considerations, as explained
below.
Docking of the ternary complex
The docking protocol used models for the 15.5K–
U4 5′-SL-33nt binary complex and hPrp31188−332 as
starting structures. A detailed description of the
generation of the starting structures is given in
Materials and Methods. Briefly, models for the
15.5K–U4 5′-SL-33nt binary complexwere generated
using the crystal structure of the 15.5K–U4 5′-SL-
22nt complex as a template.14 150 structures differ-
ing in the conformation of the RNA penta-loop were
generated.Models of hPrp31188−332 were obtained by
comparative modeling with the structure of the
Archaeoglobus fulgidus Nop5p24 (sequence alignment
shown in Fig. S2). 150 differing in the conformation
of loop residues 253–272 were generated. We chose
to use an ensemble of starting structures for both the
hPrp31 protein and the 15.5K–U4 5′-SL-33nt com-
plex, differing in the conformation of the flexible
regions (loop 253–272 in hPrp31 and the RNA penta-
loop), rather than one single structure per compo-
nent. These regions were missing in the respectivecrystal structures, indicating that they adopt a range
of conformations. By generating structural ensem-
bles for these flexible loops, we sought to realistically
represent the molecular recognition process,
wherein the bound structure is selected from the
range of conformations sampled by the free compo-
nents in solution.
With the models of 15.5K–U4 5′-SL-33nt binary
complex andhPrp31188−332 in hand,we set out to build
the model for the ternary complex using HADDOCK
(High Ambiguity-Driven biomolecular DOCKing)
2.0.25,26 In the following discussion, we refer to the
helical structures of hPrp31 using the numbers of the
analogous structural elements in Nop5p, which are
different from those used by Liu et al.11 Defining the
ambiguous intermolecular contacts between 15.5K
and hPrp31188−332 is essential for the docking
procedure. While the contribution of 15.5K to the
protein–protein contact surface was well defined by
the NMR chemical shift perturbation and saturation
transfer experiments, the interfacial surface of
hPrp31 remained to be determined. Our strategy
to locate the hPrp31 protein–protein contact surface
was based on the application of geometrical
restrictions to define the relative orientations of
the U4 5′-SL RNA and hPrp31, which can be
obtained from a combination of (i) electrostatic
complementarities, (ii) mutagenesis data and (iii)
cross-linking experiments.
Theelectrostaticpotential calculation forhPrp31188−332
revealed a strongly electropositive surface and an
electronegative surface (Fig. 3a). A large portion of the
electropositive surface is the roughly flat surface
formed by the helices corresponding to α8, α9, α11
and α12 of the Nop domain of Nop5p. This surface is
likely to bind to the highly negatively charged surface
of the 15.5K–U4 5′-SL binary complex, defined by the
major groove of the stem II and K-turn regions of the
U4 5′-SL RNA, as well as the N-terminal part of helix
α2 of 15.5K (Fig. 3b). Helix α3 of 15.5K, which shows
mainly neutral charges, is directly adjacent to helix α2
and hence is also located on this electronegative
surface. Furthermore, the observation that the 15.5K–
hPrp31 interactions detected byNMRare identical for
the full-length hPrp31–15.5K–U4 5′-SL complex and
the hPrp3178−333–15.5K–U4 5′-SL complex excludes
the possibility that the C-terminal domain of hPrp31
contacts 15.5K.
The involvement of the positively charged surface
of hPrp31 in binding to the 15.5K–U4 5′-SL complex
was confirmed by both mutagenesis and UV cross-
linking experiments. The mutagenesis information
used in this docking study was defined for an
archaeal complex that shares a similar architecture
with the spliceosomal hPrp31–15.5K–U4 5′-SL com-
plex. The archaeal complex is constituted by the L7Ae
protein (the archaeal orthologue of 15.5K), which
recognizes the K-turn of the box C/D RNA.27,28 The
structure of the L7Ae–box C/D binary RNP is very
closely related to that of the 15.5K–U4 5′-SL binary
complex.14,29 The L7Ae–box C/D RNP recruits the
Nop5p and fibrillarin proteins to form a tetrameric
complex whose function is the methylation of
Fig. 3. (a) hPrp31188−332 possesses a strongly electropositive surface. H270 and R293, the two residues of hPrp31 that
have been identified to be in contact with the 15.5K–U4 5′-SL complex by UV cross-linking and mutagenesis experiments,
are shown in white circles. R293 is located unambiguously on the electropositive surface, while H270 is part of the loop
region between helices α9 and α10. (b) The electrostatic surface of the 15.5K–U4 5′-SL complex. The stem II and K-turn
regions of the RNA constitute a highly electronegative surface. Helices α2, 310 and α3 of 15.5K, which have been identified
to be in contact with hPrp31 by NMR experiments, are shown in the white circle.
288 Docking Model of a Ternary RNP ComplexrRNA.30–32 The Nop5p protein shows strong simi-
larity to the Nop domain of hPrp31 (residues 215–
333) and was therefore used as a template for the
comparative modeling. Mutational studies con-
ducted for the fibrillarin–Nop5p–L7Ae–box C/D
complex showed that R224 of Nop5p, which corre-
sponds to R293 of hPrp31, is essential for the
association of the fibrillarin–Nop5p dimeric complex
with the L7ae–box C/D sRNP.24 This arginine islocated on the positively charged surface of hPrp31
(Fig. 3a) and is highly conserved throughout the Nop
family of proteins, as well as between the same
proteins from different species. Thus, it is reasonable
to assume that, as with R224 in the fibrillarin–
Nop5p–L7Ae–box C/D complex, R293 of hPrp31 is
involved in the interaction with the 15.5K–U4 5′-SL-
33nt complex and furthermore that it interacts with
the highly negatively charged U4 RNA.
289Docking Model of a Ternary RNP ComplexThe second anchor point was derived from a
previous UV cross-linking and mass spectrometric
analysis, which demonstrated that residue H270 of
hPrp31 is in close contact with U44 of the U4atac 5′-SL
RNA in the highly homologous hPrp31–15.5K–U4atac
5′-SL RNP complex of the minor spliceosome.15 U44
corresponds to A39 in the hPrp31–15.5K–U4 5′-SL
complex of the major spliceosome (Fig. S3). H270 is
not unambiguously located on the same electroposi-
tive surface as R293 as it is part of the disordered 253–
272 loop region, but it is free to orient toward this
surface.
The mutagenesis and UV cross-linking experi-
ments, together with the charge complementarities,
define the positively charged surface of hPrp31 that
contains residues H270 and R293 (Fig. 3a) as being in
contact with the negatively charged surface of the
15.5K–U4 5′-SL complex that consists of both the
stem II, K-turn and loop regions of the U4 RNA and
the α2, 310 and α3 helices of 15.5K. The relative
orientations of the two charge complementary sur-
faces of hPrp31188−332 and the 15.5K–U4 5′-SL com-
plex were defined as follows. The interaction partner
of H270 has been uniquely located to loop residue
A39 by UV cross-linking experiments.15 The muta-
genesis data available for R293 do not reveal its
interaction partner on the U4 5′-SL RNA; however,
H270 and R293 of hPrp31 are separated by approxi-
mately 15 Å, which spans the distance between loop
residue A39 of the U4 RNA and the tip of the K-turn
(Fig. S4). Therefore, we assigned ambiguous nuclear
Overhauser enhancements (NOEs) between R293
and the stem II and K-turn regions of the RNA (see
Materials and Methods for a detailed list), while
well-defined NOEs were imposed between hPrp31-
H270 and U4-A39, according to the UV cross-linking
data.15 These constraints define the relative position
of the U4 RNA to hPrp31.
The protein–protein interaction surface on 15.5K is
principally located on the α2, 310 and α3 helices. The
hPrp31 surface residues located at the interface with
helices α2, 310 and α3 of 15.5K can be assigned on the
basis of geometrical considerations. Following the
relative position of the RNA to hPrp31, the protein–
protein interaction surface on hPrp31188−332 must be
located on helices α8, α9 and α11, whose orienta-
tions are then approximately perpendicular to those
of the α2, α3 and 310 helices of 15.5K. The hPrp31
surface was divided into three zones (Fig. S4b):
T239, N240, V305 and F308 on the very N-terminal
end of helix α8 and the very C-terminal end of α11
(upper zone, red in Fig. S4b) were given contacts to
the 310 helix and the N-terminal end of helix α3 of
15.5K; residues 245–248 on helix α9 and A297 and
K298 on the N-terminal region of helix α11 (lower
zone, blue in Fig. S4b) were given contacts to α2 of
15.5K; and K243 on the C-terminal end of α8 and
T300, L301 and R304 on the C-terminal half of α11 of
hPrp31 reside in the middle region of the interaction
surface (magenta in Fig. S4b) and were given
ambiguous contacts to the α2, 310 and α3 helices of
15.5K. The contacting residues on 15.5K are the
surface residues, namely N40, T43, N47 and R48 ofhelix α2 (red in Fig. S4a) and L63, I65, I66, H68 and
L71 of the 310 and α3 helices (blue in Fig. S4a).
The docking protocol described in Materials and
Methods was repeated four times to assess the
reproducibility of the results. Each of the four repeat
calculations generated 500 water-refined structures.
Analysis of the docking results
Choice of scoring function
The first step in the analysis is to rank the
solutions according to an empirical score. For the
HADDOCK program,25 the current default scoring
function is defined as:
Score ðScore 1Þ ¼EvdWþ0:2 Eelecþ0:1 EAIRþEdesolv
where EvdW and Eelec represent the contribution to
the energy from the van der Waals and electrostatic
interactions, respectively; EAIR reflects the agree-
ment with the ambiguous interaction restraints; and
Edesolv represents the penalty for surface desolvation
upon complex formation. This score has been opti-
mized for application to protein–protein complexes.
However, we expect that the interface between
hPrp31 and the 15.5K–U4 RNP will include a
significant contribution from the U4 RNA. The
highly electrostatic nature of RNA–protein interac-
tions suggests that a different weighting of the
electrostatic energy in the scoring function may be
appropriate. A previous study on protein–DNA
docking used a weight of 1 for the electrostatic
energy in the scoring function.33 Therefore, in this
work, we compared two scores for the purposes of
structure selection: score 1 is the classic HADDOCK
score as defined above, while the weight of the
electrostatic term is increased in score 2:
Score 2 ¼EvdWþEelecþ0:1 EAIRþEdesolv
Selection of the best docking solution
The selection of the best docking solution proceeds
via plotting the scores of the solutions against the
interface RMSD (iRMSD) to the lowest scoring
structure. The plots for the two scores are shown
for the first run in Fig. 4 (see Fig. S5 for all four runs).
The correlation between the score and the iRMSD is
stronger for score 1 (classic HADDOCK score) than
for score 2 (increased electrostaticweight), indicating
that there is closer structural similarity between
similarly scoring structures for score 1, while struc-
tures with a similar score 2 can be more structurally
diverse. This finding is not unexpected given that the
RNA–protein interface, whose influence on the score
is increased in score 2 relative to score 1 by the
increased electrostatic weight, is formed in large part
by interaction between the flexible U4 penta-loop
and the flexible loop in hPrp31. The flexibility of
these two loops was represented by performing
ensemble docking using multiple conformations of
the loop regions. Such ensemble docking has been
shown to improve the probability of finding near-
Fig. 4. Plots for the first run of score versus iRMSD to the lowest scoring structure for score 1 (left) and score 2 (right).
The square of the correlation coefficient is shown at the bottom right corner of each plot. The 200 lowest scoring structures
selected for the representative ensemble from each run are shown in red, and the closest-to-the-mean structures of these
ensembles are highlighted in yellow. The correlation is stronger when the structures are ordered by score 1, and,
consequently, the closest-to-the-mean structure for the ensemble of 200 lowest scoring structures is also closer to the
lowest scoring structure.
290 Docking Model of a Ternary RNP Complexnative complex structures among the docking solu-
tions but at the same time generates low-energy
structures that are further from the true complex.34
In terms of selecting structures for the representa-
tive ensemble, the first score may be deemed more
appropriate, as it yields less structural diversity
within the ensemble. On the other hand, we expect
that score 2, which better reflects the highly
electrostatic nature of the interface, will give higher
rankings for solutions close to the true structure.
It is common practice when analyzing structures
generated by docking protocols to group the
structures into clusters, where each cluster containsTable 1. Summary of iRMSDs (in angstrom) for ensembles c
water-refined structures as ranked by scores 1 and 2
Top 20 Top 50
Score 1
Run 1 1.27 (1.46) 1.47 (1.81)
2.71 2.53
Run 2 1.41 (1.45) 1.40 (1.59)
2.60 2.44
Run 3 1.63 (1.39) 1.18 (1.53)
2.63 2.62
Run 4 1.19 (1.63) 1.19 (1.78)
2.85 2.85
Score 2
Run 1 1.69 (1.88) 3.20 (2.10)
1.88 2.47
Run 2 1.95 (1.99) 2.44 (2.03)
1.53 1.98
Run 3 3.11 (1.58) 3.11 (1.89)
2.41 2.41
Run 4 1.93 (1.88) 1.93 (1.95)
1.44 1.44
The first figure in each box is the iRMSD between the structure closest
parentheses), the average iRMSD to themean structure; and the third fi
crystal structure. The ensemble of 200 structures performs best in term
therefore chosen for the final analysis.a collection of structurally similar solutions. Such
clustering of the solutions is appropriate for situa-
tions where the structures are naturally grouped
into families that exhibit significant structural
differences. However, when all the members of the
ensemble are structurally similar, clustering these
solutions into families is no longer appropriate. The
structures resulting from our docking calculations
did not group into structurally distinct families and
instead constituted a single cluster. Hence, the
solutions were analyzed using a procedure similar
to that traditionally employed with solution NMR
structural ensembles, whereby the lowest scoringontaining the top 20, top 50, top 100, top 200 and all 500
Top 100 Top 200 All 500
1.46 (1.94) 1.46 (1.93) 1.37 (2.09)
2.22 2.22 2.41
1.40 (1.80) 1.40 (1.81) 2.41 (2.11)
2.44 2.44 2.09
1.45 (1.62) 1.45 (1.85) 1.85 (2.03)
2.23 2.23 2.20
1.03 (1.82) 1.50 (1.89) 2.05 (2.13)
2.75 2.40 2.60
3.20 (2.03) 3.03 (1.98) 3.17 (2.09)
2.47 2.22 2.41
2.44 (1.91) 2.54 (1.92) 2.03 (2.11)
2.56 2.48 2.09
2.43 (1.93) 3.07 (1.87) 2.73 (2.03)
1.89 2.23 2.20
2.54 (1.84) 3.19 (1.98) 2.88 (2.13)
1.99 2.57 2.60
to the mean and the lowest scoring structure; the second figure (in
gure, the iRMSD between the structure closest to the mean and the
s of reproducibility of the results in the four docking runs and was
Table 2. Average pairwise iRMSDs (in angstrom)
between closest-to-the-mean structures from the four
runs for ensembles containing the top 20, top 50, top 100,
top 200 and all 500 water-refined structures as ranked by
scores 1 and 2
Score 1 Score 2
Top 20 1.01 1.68
Top 50 1.03 1.49
Top 100 1.03 1.22
Top 200 0.92 0.96
All 500 1.11 1.11
Selecting 200 structures as the representative ensemble leads to
the lowest average pairwise iRMSD between the four closest-to-
the-mean structures for both scores, and both values are less than
1 Å, demonstrating the excellent reproducibility of the results. The
ensemble of 200 structures performs best in terms of reproduci-
bility of the results in the four docking runs and was therefore
chosen for the final analysis.
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semble and the structure closest to the mean struc-
ture of the ensemble is the representative single
structure.
In order to determine the number of structures to
select for the representative ensemble, we consid-
ered the iRMSD between the structure closest to the
mean and the lowest scoring structure, with the
criterion of obtaining similar iRMSDs for the four
docking runs (Table 1). This criterion ensures that
the chosen ensemble of complex structures can be
stably reproduced in different docking runs and is
independent of the instabilities in the lowest-scoring
solutions. These instabilities are expected for ensem-
ble docking, namely when flexible interfaces are
represented by an ensemble of input conformations,
as in the present case for the flexible U4 penta-loop
and the flexible loop in hPrp31.
When the 200 lowest scoring structures ranked by
score 1 were selected, there was agreement betweenFig. 5. Plots for the first run of score versus iRMSD to the
square of the correlation coefficient is shown at the bottom ri
selected for the representative ensemble from each run are sho
ensembles are highlighted in yellow. Score 2 yields the stron
reflecting the importance of electrostatic interactions in the
structure (yellow), which is representative of the ensemble, isthe four runs to an accuracy of 0.1 Å, with an iRMSD
of approximately 1.5 Å between the structure closest
to the mean and the lowest scoring structure (Table
1). When ranking the structures according to score 2,
there was a larger average iRMSD between the
closest-to-the-mean and lowest scoring structures,
and more variability among the runs, as shown in
Fig. 4 and Fig. S5. However, selecting 200 structures
gave a much improved agreement between the runs
compared to ensembles with fewer structures. The
agreement between the runs deteriorates again
when all 500 structures are considered.
In addition to the iRMSD between the closest-to-
the-mean and lowest scoring structures for each run,
the pairwise iRMSDs between the closest-to-the-
mean structures from the four runs can be used to
assess the number of structures required to obtain
good reproducibility between the runs (Table 2). For
both scores, there is a decrease in the average
pairwise iRMSD between the closest-to-the-mean
structures as the number of structures increases; as
expected, the reduction is more pronounced for
score 2. When 200 structures are selected, both
scores yield close agreement between the runs, with
average iRMSDs between the closest-to-the-mean
structures of less than 1 Å, demonstrating the
excellent reproducibility of the docking protocol.
The average pairwise iRMSD increases when all 500
structures are considered.
Thus, both criteria suggest using 200 structures as
the representative ensemble for both scores.Assessment of docking performance
As the structure of the hPrp31188–332–15.5K–U4
complex has recently been solved by X-ray diffrac-
tion, we were in the fortunate position to be able
both to assess the performance of the docking
protocol by comparing the docking solutions withcrystal structure for score 1 (left) and score 2 (right). The
ght corner of each plot. The 200 lowest scoring structures
wn in red, and the closest-to-the-mean structures of these
ger correlation with the iRMSD to the crystal structure,
formation of the RNP. However, the closest-to-the-mean
the same for both scores.
Fig. 6. (a) Overview of the docking model for the hPrp31188–332–15.5K–U4 5′-SL complex (structure closest to the mean
for first docking run). hPrp31188–332 is shown in green; 15.5K, in blue; and RNA, in pink. The hPrp31188–332 has extensive
contacts with both the RNA and the 15.5K. (b and c) Close-up views of the interaction of hPrp31188–332 with the RNA. In
particular, R293 and L301 of hPrp31 are close to the phosphate backbones of A33 and U31, respectively. H270 is
interacting closely with A39, and residues C247, N248 and L251 of helix α9 are packed against the major groove of stem II
and the penta-loop. (d) hPrp31 shows several electrostatic interactions with the α2 helix of 15.5K, involving in particular
salt bridges between R304 and N40 and between K243 and N47. (e) The interactions between hPrp31 and the 310 and α3
helices of 15.5K are mostly of a hydrophobic nature: F308 stacks below the side chain of L67 and H68 has contacts to R304
and S242, while I65 and E64 are interacting with several residues at the C-terminal end of helix α11.
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functions with respect to their ability to select those
solutions closest to the true structure. Plots of score
versus iRMSD to the crystal structure for both
scores are shown in Fig. 5 (first run; for all four
runs, see Fig. S6). The correlation for score 2 is
higher than that for score 1, revealing the impor-
tance of the electrostatic contribution to the
energetics of complex formation in this RNP. This
is reflected in the iRMSDs between the closest-to-
the-mean structures and the crystal structure for
representative ensembles with fewer structures
(Table 1)—these iRMSDs are lower for score 2
than for score 1 (averages of 2.7 and 1.8 Å over the
four runs when taking 20 structures for scores 1
and 2, respectively). However, when 200 structures
are considered, the two scores give very similar
results, with average iRMSDs of ∼2.3 Å for bothFig. 7. Overlap of the representative docking model of t
docking run (dark brown, proteins; pale brown, RNA)with the
agreement of the two complex architectures is excellent.scores, demonstrating both the accuracy and the
reliability of the docking.
Overall, these results indicate that selecting 200 of
the 500 water-refined structures leads to highly
reproducible and accurate results, largely removing
the dependency on the exact scoring function
employed and giving closest-to-the-mean structures
for multiple runs that exhibit iRMSDs of less than
1 Å to one another and less than 2.5 Å to the crystal
structure.
Comparison of docking structures with the crystal
structure
The representative structure from the first run
(which is the same for both scores when 200
structures are considered) is shown in Fig. 6a.
Here, the RNA is sandwiched between the 15.5Khe hPrp31188–332–15.5K–U4 5′-SL complex from the first
crystal structure (light gray, proteins; dark gray, RNA). The
294 Docking Model of a Ternary RNP Complexand the hPrp31. The hPrp31 surface buried by
formation of the complex covers an area of
1150 Å2, distributed almost equally between the
RNA and the 15.5K (570 and 580 Å2, respectively).
R293 of hPrp31 contacts the phosphate backbone of
A33 (Fig. 6b), in agreement with themutational data,
underlining the importance of R293 in binding the
binary RNP. hPrp31 residue L301 is in contact with
U31 of the RNA K-turn, and H270 is interacting
closely with A39 of the penta-loop (Fig. 6c). The
hPrp31–15.5K interprotein interactions are also
extensive (Fig. 6d and e). The α2 helix of 15.5K
shows primarily electrostatic contacts with hPrp31,
involving two salt bridges between hPrp31-R304
and 15.5K-N40 and between hPrp31-K243 and
15.5K-N47. E64, I65, L67 and H68 in the 310 and α3
helices have significant van der Waals interactions
with several hPrp31 residues at the C-terminal end
of helix α11 (Fig. 6e). Thus, the docking model of the
ternary complex identifies the Nop domain of
hPrp31 as a true RNP recognition domain that
binds to a composite platform composed of both the
U4 RNA and 15.5K with extensive protein–protein
and protein–RNA contacts.
This docking structure also shows excellent
agreement with the hPrp3178−333–15.5K–U4 5′-SL
crystal structure (iRMSD=2.22 Å), faithfully repro-
ducing the three-dimensional architecture of the
complex (Fig. 7). Closer inspection of the interfacial
regions reveals that the overlap between the dock-
ing model and the crystal structure is slightly better
for the 15.5K–U4 component (iRMSD=1.71 Å) than
for the hPrp31 (iRMSD=2.72 Å). In particular, there
is a slight tilt of helix α11 and a small translational
offset of helices α8 and α9. However, despite these
small differences, the protein–protein contacts
observed in the crystal structure11 are very well
reproduced in the docking model, even at an atomic
level, featuring the same salt bridges between
hPrp31-R304 and 15.5K-N40 and between hPrp31-
K243 and 15.5K-N47 and the same van der Waals
contacts between hPrp31-L301/F308 and 15.5K-I65/
L67 (Fig. 6).Discussion
Many cellular complexes are of a dynamic nature as
the plasticity of intermolecular interactions is essential
for functional regulation. Such plasticity often implies
that macromolecules are constituted by well-folded
domains in combination with large unstructured
regions. The presence of unfolded regions renders
crystallization a tedious task that requires trimming of
the macromolecules down to their folded core. This
procedure, however, carries the intrinsic risk that
fragment constructs may exhibit non-native interac-
tions. As an alternative to crystallization of complexes
consisting of fragment components, the native com-
plex can be studied in solution by NMR. NMR is an
exquisitely powerful technique to study both folded
and unfolded biomolecules in an aqueous environ-
ment. The limitation here lies in the size of themacromolecular assembly. A complete high-resolu-
tion structure determination by NMR is limited to
species with amolecularmass of less than 50 kDa,35,36
which is smaller than most cellular complexes of
interest. However, recent technological advances18–21
have allowed visualization of species as large as
900 kDa.22 The structural information that can be
obtained in these cases is limited and requires prior
knowledge of the spectroscopic chemical shifts. None-
theless, it is conceivable that a complex of the size of
100 kDa or more can be constructed through a
stepwise procedure that includes (i) detailed NMR
investigations of the single, smaller components of the
complex; (ii) acquisition of structural information on
the intermolecular contacts in the native complex by
NMR; and (iii) a restraints-drivendockingof the single
components to assemble the macromolecular com-
plex. The characterization of intermolecular interfaces
byNMR is a feasible task, even for large complexes, as
it takes advantage of the chemical shift assignments
obtained for the single-molecule components.
We have applied this procedure to the ternary RNP
complex constituted by the U4 5′-SL RNA and the
15.5K and hPrp31 proteins. This example is particu-
larly challenging due to the fact that the hPrp31
expresses poorly in E. coli and hence cannot be
obtainedwith the 15N, 13C and 2D labeling necessary
for its visualization by NMR. Thus, the NMR-based
intermolecular restraints available in this case are
limited to the identification of the surface of 15.5K in
contact with hPrp31, as observed from the amide
resonances of 15.5K. These data are supplemented
with cross-linking and mutagenesis data, which
define two anchor points connecting the U4 5′-SL
RNA to hPrp31. In summary, the protein–protein
interaction interface in the ternary complex is
defined by NMR data, while the hPrp31–RNA
interface is defined by cross-linking andmutagenesis
data. This highly ambiguous set of restraints,
obtained with a combination of techniques, all
applied to native complexes in solution, is used in
a restrained docking protocol (HADDOCK)25,26
using the crystal structure of the binary 15.5K–U4
5′-SL complex and a homology model of the
hPrp31188–332 fragment as the building blocks. The
protocol successfully converges to one cluster of
complex structures, which can be represented by a
subset of the lowest scoring structures.
Ranking of structures obtained by docking proto-
cols is a recognized problem, and the most appro-
priate scoring function depends on the nature of the
complex. Here, we evaluated two scoring functions
that differed in the contribution of the electrostatic
energy to the total score. The score in which the
electrostatic energy was weighted more strongly
gave more structural variability between similarly
scoring structures, but the lowest scoring structures
were in closer agreement to the crystal structure.
Selecting a small subset of the lowest scoring
structures gave a closest-to-the-mean structure in
very good agreement with the crystal structure, but
with some variability between duplicate runs.
Therefore, we selected 200 of 500 water-refined
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while slightly increasing the iRMSD of the closest-
to-the-mean structure to the crystal structure, leads
to excellent stability between different runs. The
stability of the representative model structure across
different runs is a good measure of the reproduci-
bility of the results and therefore of the uniqueness
of the solution.
Comparison of the docking model obtained for
the hPrp31–15.5K–U4 5′-SL complex with the
recently determined crystal structure reveals that
the docking model is accurate and reproduces all the
features of the three-dimensional architecture of the
complex (Fig. 7). Furthermore, the atomic details of
the protein–protein interaction surface, defined by
the NMR data in the docking model, also show
excellent agreement to the crystal structure (Fig. 6).
Both electrostatic and van der Waals contacts
between the 15.5K and hPrp31 proteins are correctly
predicted by the model, underlining that excep-
tional accuracy can be obtained at an atomic level
even when using sparse and highly ambiguous
NMR restraints.
A critical point in the optimization of the docking
protocol was the use of ensemble starting structures
for both the 15.5K–U4 5′-SL binary complex and the
hPrp31 protein. The involvement of two flexible
regions (RNA penta-loop and the 253–272 loop of
hPrp31) in the intermolecular interface calls for the
description of the conformational plasticity at these
sites. When the docking calculations are performed
using single conformers for both the 15.5K–U4 5′-SL
complex and the hPrp31 protein, the results are less
accurate and poorly reproducible as they depend on
the precise structure of the chosen conformer. Much
improved results can be achieved by sampling the
conformational space of the RNA penta-loop and
the hPrp31 253–272 loop in the starting structures.
This observation supports the “conformer selection”
theory, according to which binding-competent con-
formers can be found in ensemble structures of the
unbound components and can be selected on the
basis of their low binding energy. However, while
the use of ensemble starting structures provides
access to accurate complex models, it also compli-
cates the procedure of selecting the representative
structure, as it generates an inhomogeneous pool of
low-scoring structures (Fig. 4).34 We have shown
that such difficulties can be overcome by averaging
over a larger number (200) of low-scoring structures.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time
that HADDOCK has been used to obtain a model of
a ternary RNP. Given the paucity and the highly
ambiguous nature of the restraints, together with
the involvement of flexible regions at the intermo-
lecular interface, the protocol performs exception-
ally well (Fig. 7). The results shown here prove the
feasibility of assembling large macromolecular
complexes using a few NMR data, easily accessible
even for large complexes at low concentrations,
complemented by biochemical data. The protocol
presented here is of broad applicability and pro-
vides a reliable route to the determination of thethree-dimensional architecture of multimeric com-
plexes in a native environment.
The docking model for the hPrp31–15.5K–U4 5′-
SL complex provides a rationale for the hierarchical
assembly of the RNP. The hPrp31 recognizes the U4
5′-SL RNA only in the presence of 15.5K.15 Two
mechanisms could explain the sequential assembly
of the ternary complex: (i) the 15.5K folds the RNA
into a conformation that is competent for hPrp31
binding but does not itself contact the hPrp31
protein and (ii) the 15.5K shares an interaction
surface with the hPrp31 protein, thus directly
contributing to the binding energy. The first
mechanism is the most commonly found in RNP
assembly pathways.37 Nevertheless, the NMR
experiments disprove this mechanism in the case
of the hPrp31–15.5K–U4 5′-SL complex and demon-
strate that the two proteins interact with each other
through an extensive surface involving helices α2,
310 and α3 of 15.5K (Fig. 2). The docking model
shows that hPrp31 contacts 15.5K with a surface of
approximately the same area as that in contact with
the RNA, ultimately identifying the hPrp31188–332
fragment as a true RNP recognition domain.
At present, no structural information is available
for the C-terminal domain of hPrp31. This part of the
protein does not show any homology with known
folded domains and hindered crystallization of the
full-length hPrp31–15.5K–U4 5′-SL complex.11 Both
these observations point to the presence of a largely
unfolded amino acid sequence. The identity of the
protein–protein interactions detected by NMR for
the hPrp31–15.5K–U4 5′-SL and hPrp3178–333–
15.5K–U4 5′-SL complexes excludes the possibility
that the C-terminal domain of hPrp31 contacts
15.5K. Thus, it may be hypothesized that this part
of hPrp31 interacts with the RNA. Indeed, a stem I
containing eight rather than four base pairs has
previously been found necessary in the 15.5K–U4 5′-
SL complex for high-affinity binding of hPrp31.38 In
agreement with this hypothesis, residues G26–C28
in stem I have been shown to be protected from
hydroxyl radical digestion upon binding of hPrp31
but not of hPrp3178–333.38 In the docking model
of the ternary complex, the C-terminal tail of
hPrp31188–332 is located close to the K-turn on the
side of theminor groove of stem I and is therefore in a
favorable position to interact with this region of the
U4 RNA. Interestingly, a sequence of 15 basic
residues (351RKKRGGRRYRKMKER365) is located
downstream of the hPrp31188–332 fragment, which
could easily interact with the negatively charged
RNA stem I (Fig. S7). Cross-saturation experiments
on the full-length hPrp31–15.5K–U4 5′-SL complex
using 13C/15N-labeled RNA and unlabeled hPrp31
and 15.5K proteins are in progress in our laboratory
to verify this hypothesis.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a robust
protocol, based on a combination of NMR and
biochemical data, that provides access to the three-
dimensional structure of complexes with size of the
order of 100 kDa. The protocol consists of restrained
docking of the single components of the complex
296 Docking Model of a Ternary RNP Complexusing information on the intermolecular interaction
surfaces derived by NMR. Such information is
accessible from simple N–HN correlations and can
be obtained for very large complexes at low
concentrations (∼0.1 mM). The NMR-derived
restraints are complemented with mutagenesis and
cross-linking data. We applied this approach to the
hPrp31–15.5K–U4 5′-SL spliceosomal complex and
were able to obtain a very accurate docking model,
which differed by only 2.2 Å from the crystal
structure of the hPrp3178–333–15.5K–U4 5′-SL com-
plex in the interfacial region.
The work presented here demonstrates that NMR
investigation in solution can be successfully applied
to large, weakly concentrated complexes and opens
the way to the definition of the structural basis for
hierarchical complex assembly even in the absence
of crystal structures.Materials and Methods
Protein expression, purification and in vitro
reconstitution of RNPs
The uniform labeling of glutathione S-transferase–15.5K
with 2H and 15N was carried out using minimal medium
prepared in 99.9% 2H2O (Eurisotop) with 10% v/v of E. coli
OD2 DN growth medium (Silantes). Full-length hPrp31
andhPrp3178–333 constructswere expressed andpurified in
unlabeled forms. Expression and purification of the
proteins mentioned above have been described in detail
by Liu et al.11 The purified unlabeled U4 5′-SL-33nt
oligonucleotide was purchased from IBA BioTAGnology.
The RNAwas dialyzed into the buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl,
pH 7.6, 120 mMNaCl and 2 mMDTT ) before annealing at
65 °C for 90 s. hPrp31–15.5K–U4 5′-SL and hPrp3178–333–
15.5K–U4 5′-SL complexes were reconstituted in vitro as
described by Liu et al.11NMR experiments on hPrp31–15.5K–U4 5′-SL
and hPrp3178–333–15.5K–U4 5′-SL complexes
All samples were prepared in buffer containing 10 mM
Tris–HCl, pH 7.6, 120 mM NaCl and 2 mM DTT. [15N,1H]
transverse relaxation-optimized spectroscopy18 experi-
ments on 15.5K–U4 5′-SL, hPrp31–15.5K–U4 5′-SL and
hPrp3178–333–15.5K–U4 5′-SL complexes were carried out at
308 or 303 K on a Bruker 900-MHz spectrometer equipped
with a cryo-probe. The sample concentrations were 0.1 mM
for the ternary complex containing the full-length hPrp31
and 0.3 mM for the complex containing hPrp3178–333. The
total experiment timewas 12 h.Chemical shift changeswere
calculated according to δNH=√((δN/5)2+(δH)2)/2). For the
cross-saturation experiments23 on the same complexes, a
buffer containing 40% 1H2O and 60%
2H2O was used to
minimize spin diffusion mediated by 1H2O. The experi-
mental time was 4 days. Saturation of the methyl region of
hPrp31 (−0.1 ppm)was achieved by application ofWURST-
2 decoupling for 800 ms with a maximum radiofrequency
amplitude of 6 kHz and a pulse length of 40 ms. Two
experiments were recorded in an interleaved manner: a
reference experiment without saturation and a second
experiment with the use of the saturation scheme. Peaks
were integrated in both saturated and unsaturated (refer-ence) spectra, and the intensity changes were calculated
according to Ichange= Iunsat/Isat. As small saturation transfer
effects can also bemediated by residual protons in the 15.5K
itself, a control experiment was performed using the 15.5K–
U4 binary complex in the absence of hPrp31. The intensity
changes in the control experiment were scaled by a
multiplicative factor defined by the ratio of the average
intensity changes in the ternary complexes (with full-length
hPrp31 and hPrp3178–333) to those in the binary complex:
Ichange,mean(ternary)/Ichange,mean(binary). These factors
account for the different size ratios between the ternary
complexes and the 15.5K–U4 binary complex, which result
in different rates of spin diffusion. The scaled control
intensity changes were then subtracted from the intensity
changes for the ternary complexes to give the final normal-
ized intensity changes, Ichange,norm.
Generation of the 15.5K–U4 5′-SL-33nt model
The U4 5′-SL-33nt construct has previously been identi-
fied as containing theminimal binding site for hPrp3115 and
was therefore used in the NMR structural analysis. To
generate a structural model of this binary complex to be
used in the docking to hPrp31, we used the crystal structure
of the 15.5K–U4 5′-SL-22nt complex as a template.14 Besides
elongation of stem I (Fig. 1), the modeling included the
generation of structures for the penta-loop, which is not
present in the crystallographic coordinates but has been
shown to form direct contacts with hPrp31.38 Models of the
binary 15.5K–U45′-SL-33nt complexweregeneratedby first
adding the elongated stem I and thepenta-loop, followedby
randomization of the penta-loop conformation and subse-
quent water refinement of the entire complex. Nucleotides
of the penta-loop (36–40) and of the missing part of stem I
(20–25 and 48–52) were built as three separate A-form
strands (Insight II, Accelrys). These were then manually
incorporated at approximately the correct positions in the
15.5K–U4-22nt crystal structure, and the resulting assembly
was saved as a single Protein Data Bank file. An ensemble of
150 15.5K–U4-33nt structures for docking was then gener-
ated from this starting point in two stages. In the first stage,
the modeled stem I strands and the penta-loop were
connected to the 22-nt U4 RNA fragment using a simulated
annealing–molecular dynamics (SA-MD) protocol (imple-
mented in the XPLOR-NIH simulation program)39,40 in
which pseudo-NOEs were given at the junctions of the
modeled and 22-nt RNA fragments. This protocol was
repeated with different initial velocities to yield 150
structures with randomized penta-loop conformations. In
the second stage, these structureswerewater refinedusing a
slow-cooling SA-MD protocol (XPLOR-NIH). During both
stages, the U4 RNA was bound to 15.5K using a set of
pseudo-NOEs derived from the crystal structure of the
binary 15.5K–U4 5′-SL-22nt complex.14 In a similar manner,
the structure of the 22-nt U4 fragment was restrained using
pseudo-NOEs measured from the crystal structure in
combination with appropriate planarity and hydrogen-
bond restraints. In addition, the complete stem I was
restrained to a standard A-form helical structure using
dihedral restraints.
Comparative modeling of hPrp31188–332
Before the crystal structure of the ternary hPrp3178−333–
15.5K–U4 5′-SL complex was solved, the only available
template for modeling of the human hPrp31 was the
structure of the A. fulgidus Nop5p.24 As the goal of this
study was to propose an alternative method to assemble
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use any structural information derived from the structure of
the hPrp3178−333–15.5K–U4 5′-SL complex11 in the docking.
Therefore, a model of the hPrp31188–332 fragment was
obtained by comparative modeling with the Nop5p
structure. The sequences of hPrp31 andNop5pwere aligned
using ClustalX v.1.83.41 Amino acids 186–334 in hPrp31,
containing theNopdomain (residues 215–333), and 112–261
in Nop5p showed excellent alignment (28% sequence
identity) (Fig. S2). Secondary structure prediction for both
proteins, performed using the PredictProtein server,29
showed strikingly similar structural motifs (data not
shown). The disordered loop region in Nop5p, comprising
residues 182–201 (KSLYKAFARMKKGKKAKIPK), was
aligned to residues 256–270 (RKTLSGFSSTSVLPH) in
hPrp31188−332. Comparative modeling was carried out
using the “first-approach mode” provided by the SWISS-
MODELserver.42 After a shortminimization, themodelwas
subjected to an SA-MDprotocol (XPLOR-NIH) consisting of
heating to 3000 K (300 steps of 1 fs), 40,000 steps (2 fs) at
3000 K and cooling to 25 K in 300 steps (1 fs). All atomic
positions of the hPrp31188–332 model were restrained, except
for loop amino acids 253–272 (GAQRKTLSGFSSTSV-
LPHTG). One hundred fifty conformations of the 253–272
loop region were generated using different initial velocities.
Each of the 150 models consists of eight helices, with the
helices corresponding to α8, α9, α11 and α12 of the Nop5p
Nop domain, forming a roughly flat surface. The 150
structures were then refined in the presence of water. The
refinement protocol consisted of heating to 300 K in 100
steps (3 fs), followed by 3000 steps (4 fs) at 300 K.Docking using HADDOCK 2.0
Electrostatic surfaces of hPrp31188–332 and 15.5K–U4 5′-
SL-33nt were calculated from the Protein Data Bank files
using the PDB2PQR server43 and the Adaptive Poisson–
Boltzmann Solver software.44 The ambiguous restraints
between the two components of the ternary complex were
assigned by considering the surface charge complementar-
ity and the available biochemical andNMRdata. A detailed
description of the rationale behind the choice of the
restraints is provided in Results. In summary, the ambig-
uous interaction restraints were given as follows: R293 of
hPrp31188–332 to nucleotides 32–35 and41–43 (stem II andK–
turn) of U4 5′-SL; residues N40, T43, N47 and R48 of the α2
helix of 15.5K to A297, K298, T300, L301, R304 and K243 of
hPrp31188–332; N40 and T43 of 15.5K to residues 245–248 of
hPrp31188–332; and residues L63, I65, I66, L68 and L71 of the
α3 helix of 15.5K to T239, N240, K243, T300, L301, R304,
V305 and F308 of hPrp31188–332. H270 was given NOE
restraints to nucleotide A39 of the penta-loop. HADDOCK
2.025,26 was used to generate the hPrp31188−332–15.5K–U4 5′-
SL-33nt complex model.
The 150 models of hPrp31188–332 differing in the con-
formation of residues 253–272 and the 150 models of the
15.5K–U4 5′-SL-33nt complex with randomized penta-loop
conformations were used as the initial structures for the two
components. The semi-flexible interface of hPrp31188–332
was defined as residues 237–250 and 291–310, and that of
15.5K–U4 5′-SL-33nt consisted of residues 38–50 and 61–74
in the 15.5K and nucleotides 32–35 and 41–43 in U4. Fully
flexible segments were defined as residues 252–272 for
hPrp31188–332 and nucleotides of the RNA penta-loop (36–
40) for 15.5K–U4 5′-SL-33nt. Other parameters were
assigned the default HADDOCK values. A total of 22,500
structures corresponding to all combinations of the 150
hPrp31188–332 and 150 15.5K–U4 starting structures wascalculated in the rigid-body stage. The 1000 lowest scoring
structures were refined in the semi-flexible annealing stage.
The 500 lowest scoring structures after semi-flexible
annealing were subjected to a final water refinement stage.
The scoring functions for ordering the structures after the
rigid-body and semi-flexible stages were the HADDOCK
defaults. The scoring functions for ordering the water-
refined structures are described in the main text. The
docking protocol was repeated four times to assess the
reproducibility of the resulting structures.
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